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Abstract

It has been argued that the human cognitive system is capable of using spatial indexes or

oculomotor coordinates to relieve working memory load (Ballard, D. H., Hayhoe, M. M.,

Pook, P. K., & Rao, R. P. N. (1997). Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 20(4), 723), track

multiple moving items through occlusion (Scholl, D. J., & Pylyshyn, Z. W. (1999). Cognitive

Psychology, 38, 259) or link incompatible cognitive and sensorimotor codes (Bridgeman, B.,

& Huemer, V. (1998). Consciousness and Cognition, 7, 454). Here we examine the use of

such spatial information in memory for semantic information. Previous research has often

focused on the role of task demands and the level of automaticity in the encoding of spatial

location in memory tasks. We present ®ve experiments where location is irrelevant to the task,

and participants' encoding of spatial information is measured implicitly by their looking

behavior during recall. In a paradigm developed from Spivey and Geng (Spivey, M. J., &

Geng, J. (2000). submitted for publication), participants were presented with pieces of audi-

tory, semantic information as part of an event occurring in one of four regions of a computer

screen. In front of a blank grid, they were asked a question relating to one of those facts. Under

certain conditions it was found that during the question period participants made signi®cantly

more saccades to the empty region of space where the semantic information had been

previously presented. Our ®ndings are discussed in relation to previous research on memory

and spatial location, the dorsal and ventral streams of the visual system, and the notion of a

cognitive-perceptual system using spatial indexes to exploit the stability of the external world.
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1. Introduction

Many of us have had the experience of trying to remember a piece of information

from a textbook when we cannot recall the right chapter, or even the particular

context it appeared in, but we do have a notion that it appeared in a particular region

on the page. We then ¯ick through the book scanning only, say, the top portion of the

left hand page. One of our colleagues recalls that when he was stuck on a question in

a high school math exam, he would stare at the blank region of the blackboard where

the teacher had written ± perhaps weeks earlier ± the formula he needed to recall.

These experiences suggest that there is a special relationship between spatial

information and memory. In the theory of deictic coding proposed by Ballard,

Hayhoe, Pook and Rao (1997), it is argued that `pointing behaviors', such as eye

®xations, provide an ef®cient way for the cognitive system to tag mental representa-

tions. Similarly, Pylyshyn and colleagues (e.g. Pylyshyn, 1989, 1994; Pylyshyn &

Storm, 1988; Scholl & Pylyshyn, 1999) claim that the simple identity, or object-

hood, of multiple items can be tracked by the use of FINST (`®nger instantiation')

indexes. Perhaps a mechanism such as cell assemblies (Hebb, 1968; PulvermuÈller,

1999) exploits the temporal association between a perceptual input and the corre-

sponding oculomotor coordinates to establish a spatial index for the cross-modal

representation. Our current theoretical motivation was to ®nd evidence that spatial

indexes are being employed by the cognitive system, even in a memory task where

location is irrelevant.

In the ®ve experiments reported here, we presented participants with auditory,

semantic information in various visual locations. Studies such as Ballard, Hayhoe

and Pelz (1995) suggest that the eye tracking methodology may be a useful way to

investigate the role of memory and spatial indexes in natural tasks. Participants'

encoding of spatial information was revealed by their looking behavior when

answering a question that related to information that had previously been presented

in a (now empty) region of space.

It is increasingly acknowledged that eye movements are an important source of

evidence in the study of cognition. As Bridgeman (1992, p. 76) remarks, ªthe vast

majority of behavioral acts are saccadic jumps of the eye, unaccompanied by any

other behaviorsº. Current research further demonstrates that eye movements can

provide a valuable window on the time course of cognitive processing and the

activation of partial representations (e.g. Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard

& Sedivy, 1995). In these situations, it appears that eye movements are rarely under

voluntary control. For example, in one of their experiments, Tanenhaus et al. (1995)

asked participants to `pick up the candy' amongst an array of other objects. Unaware

that they had done so, participants would often saccade to an object with similar

phonology, such as a candle (see also Allopenna, Magnuson & Tanenhaus, 1998;

Spivey & Marian, 1999).

Our current concern, the encoding of spatial location in memory, has been the

subject of much research. Often issues of automaticity, task demands and strategies

are raised. Perhaps then using eye tracking methodologies in this domain would

prove fruitful, since they provide an implicit measure of representations and cogni-
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tive processes. It may well be that the introductory anecdote of strategically scan-

ning an empty blackboard is importantly different from the implicit aspects of

memory that we are studying with the eye tracking methodology in the current

experiments. Recent research is demonstrating interesting dissociations between

memory effects that participants explicitly report and the implicit memory that

their eye movements reveal. For example, Neal J. Cohen and colleagues (Althoff

& Cohen, 1999; Cohen, Ryan & Althoff, 1999) repeatedly presented a number of

pictures to participants, occasionally making a change to the image in the third

presentation. Whilst participants were typically `change blind' to these alterations

and unable to report any difference, their eye movements would center on the

location of the change. This suggests that there is an aspect of memory which is

below the level of explicit awareness, and hence, we presume, intentional strategies,

yet accessible with eye tracking methodologies. The motivation for the current

studies then is to examine how this aspect of implicit memory may contribute to

spatial encoding of semantic information.

Recently, Spivey and Geng (2000) reported ®nding systematic saccades to parti-

cular blank regions of space in a memory task. In their second experiment, partici-

pants saw four shapes of varying color and orientation in four corners of a 3 £ 3 grid.

The screen went blank for a moment, and then only three of the shapes returned (see

Fig. 1). Participants were asked a question about the orientation or color of the

missing shape. They found that in 30±50% of the trials, participants made a saccade

to the blank location of the grid where the queried shape had once been, despite the

fact that there was clearly no useful information present there. They suggested that

the question may trigger oculomotor parameters that accompanied the forming of

the visual memory for that shape.

In the experiments reported here, we attempted to extend this ®nding with object

properties to spatial location and semantic memory of linguistic information. In the

Hollywood Squares experiments, we presented participants with four video clips or
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animations that contained spoken information.1 The events occurred one at a time in

random order in the four locations of a 2 £ 2 grid and disappeared. A question then

probed the participant's memory of the semantic information conveyed in one of the

events. We hypothesized that even in front of a completely blank grid, participants

would make systematic saccades to the region of space where they perceived the

event.

It is known that primates can launch eye movements to the location of remem-

bered targets (Gnadt, Bracewell & Andersen, 1991), that spatial location can be used

as a cue for memory recall (Sinclair, Healy & Bourne, 1997; Winograd & Church,

1988), and that readers can make accurate, long distance regressive eye movements

to queried words (Kennedy & Murray, 1987); therefore, it might not seem too

unreasonable to hypothesize that saccades could be launched to semantic associates

of remembered targets. The work of Fendrich (1998) and others suggests that the

spatial component of a motoric response can serve as a recognition cue. So, if we can

characterize eye movements as a motor pattern like any other, then this would

indicate that oculomotor coordinates could become associated with a memory.

Indeed, Bradley, Cuthbert and Lang (1988) have demonstrated that eye movement

patterns (vertical or horizontal) can act as a contextual cue in recognizing digit

strings. In general, one might expect eye position during encoding to be reinstated

during recall because of the many similar effects in context-dependent memory

research (e.g. Bjork & Richardson, 1989; Godden & Baddeley, 1975; Winograd

& Church, 1988). Typically, the criterion for context-dependent memory effects in

the literature is an increase in accuracy during recall when the encoding context is

reproduced. Therefore, this literature would predict memory to be improved when

eye position is reinstated compared to when it is not.

However, there are a number of reasons why one might not expect an observer to

look at a blank region that was associated with the presentation of some semantic

propositional knowledge. It is still the case that the visual input during a ®xation of

an empty region of space does not provide any directly useful information at all.

Moreover, Spivey and Geng (2000) report evidence that saccades to blank regions of

space are more closely associated with (and therefore more readily triggered by)

representations of spatial relations, such as tilt, than with less spatially relevant

representations of intrinsic object properties, such as color. This would not bode

well for the Hollywood Squares hypothesis. Furthermore, much of the work on

memory and spatial location stresses that entirely different processes may be

involved in location memory for objects than for written words (cf. Pezdek,

Roman & Sobolik, 1986). In the Hollywood Squares experiments, we are not

even using semantic information that appears visually, but spoken facts that are

associated with a visual event. Lastly, Glenberg, Schroeder and Robertson (1998)

published a paper entitled `Averting the gaze disengages the environment and facil-

itates remembering' which, on the surface at least, would suggest that during seman-
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tic knowledge recall, eye movements are likely to avoid risking any interference

from visual surroundings.

In the general discussion, we connect our ®ndings with neurophysiological and

behavioral research on the primate visual system. We will argue that it is possible to

interpret our results in terms of the visual system relying on the stability of the

external world, as discussed by researchers such as Bridgeman and O'Regan (e.g.

Bridgeman, Van der Heijden & Velichkovsky, 1994; O'Regan, 1992).

2. Experiment 1

For ease of exposition, throughout this paper we will be referring to the location of

the event which is being probed in memory as the `critical location' or `critical port'.

In each study presented here, four facts are associated with four locations, and a

question is asked about one of those facts. The location which contained information

relevant to the question is called the `critical port'. In all the following studies then,

we are interested in whether or not the participants look signi®cantly more often to

the critical port than the other ports. Importantly, at the moment in time we are

looking for saccades, all the ports are undifferentiated blank regions in a 2 £ 2 grid.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants

Eighteen Cornell undergraduate students took part in the study in exchange for

course credit. All had normal vision, or vision corrected by soft contact lenses.

2.1.2. Apparatus

Eye movements were monitored by an ISCAN eye tracker mounted on top of a

lightweight headband. The eye camera provided an infrared image of the left eye

sampled at 60 Hz. The center of the pupil and the corneal re¯ection were tracked to

determine the direction of the eye relative to the head. A scene camera, yoked with

the view of the tracked eye, provided an image of the participant's ®eld of view.

Gaze position (indicated by crosshairs) was superimposed over the scene camera

image and recorded onto a Hi8 VCR with 30 Hz frame-by-frame playback. The

accuracy of the gaze position record was approximately 0.58 of visual angle. The

video record was synchronized with the audio record for all data analysis.

The calibration grid and stimuli were presented on an Apple Macintosh 7200/90

computer running Psyscope 1.22 (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt & Provost, 1993) with

a 20 inch monitor and external speakers.

2.1.3. Stimuli

Eight sets of four short factual statements were constructed. The facts were either

general knowledge from an encyclopedia (e.g. `Although the largest city in Australia

is Sydney, the capital is Canberra') or were short statements about ®ctional char-

acters (e.g. `Claire gave up her tennis career when she injured her shoulder'). The
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questions were statements corresponding to each fact that could be true or false (e.g.

`Sydney is the capital of Australia').

Each set of four facts was associated with four talking heads. We used high school

students from across the country who were attending Cornell's Summer School

program. This ensured that our participants did not recognize the people in our

stimuli. The talking heads were recorded speaking each fact in the set looking

into a video camera. These recordings were converted to MPEG ®les which could

be displayed on the Apple Macintosh computer. The questions were recorded as

sound ®les by the experimenter. This gave us 128 MPEG video clips and 32 audio

clips. From this set, each subject was presented a total of 32 MPEGs and eight audio

clips ± four facts and one question per trial.

During the experiment, the computer screen was divided into a 2 £ 2 grid,

subtending 32.3 £ 25.88 of visual angle. The four regions of the grid are referred

to as `ports', each subtending 16.3 £ 12.98 of visual angle. Each MPEG appeared in

one of the four ports, subtending 8.3 £ 5.98 of visual angle. Fig. 2 presents a sche-

matic of the stimuli and the experimental procedure.

2.1.4. Procedure

To mask our hypothesis, the participant signed a consent form that suggested our

study was concerned with how effectively different people convey information. The

eye tracker was then calibrated using a 3 £ 3 grid of red dots on the computer

monitor, a procedure that typically took between 5 and 10 min.

There were eight trials consisting of a random order of the eight sets of facts. In a

trial, the participant was presented with four MPEG video clips. Each one appeared

in one of the four ports, played for an average of 6 s, and then disappeared. The

speaker, order of facts and locations were all randomized, such that the participant

saw four facts appear in four different ports, read by four different speakers. The

participant only saw each speaker and heard each fact once.

After the fourth fact, the participant heard a pre-recorded statement while looking

at a blank grid. The statement referred to one of the four facts, chosen at random.

The participant judged the statement to be true or false in relation to the fact, and

said her reply out loud (the response was recorded by a microphone). She then

pressed the space bar to initiate the next trial.2

2.2. Results

The participants' eye movements were analyzed in the period beginning from the

onset of the question and ending with the participant's response. The number of

®xations in each port was counted. A ®xation was operationalized as steady eye

position crosshairs in one of the four ports for 100 ms or more (three frames on the

video tape). The criterion of 100 ms was chosen to exclude crosshair movement that
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was due to blinking or saccades across a port. On average, there were about 2.04

®xations per trial. The participants' true/false responses were also coded.

The data were then `clock coded'. In each trial, the port where the relevant fact

appeared, the `critical port', was labeled 0. The other three ports were labeled 1±3,

going around in a clockwise direction. Our hypothesis then is that there will be more

looks to port 0 than the other ports.

Note that since the port labeling changes according to the location of the critical

port, which is randomly positioned for each trial, any absolute looking bias the

participants might have ± casting their gaze slightly downward during their answers,

for example ± should be distributed across all the clock coded ports.
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We analyzed the mean ®xations per trial using a repeated measures ANOVA.

There was a signi®cant effect of port (F�3; 51� � 2:97, P , 0:05). Participants made

more looks to the critical port (the mean number of ®xations per trial was 0.73) than

the other ports (0.44, 0.40 and 0.47 for ports 1, 2 and 3, respectively). The mean

®xations per trial are summarized in Fig. 3. Tukey tests of pairwise contrasts

between the critical port and ports 1, 2 and 3 reached signi®cance (all P , 0:05).

Moreover, the pattern of more looks to the critical port seemed to be consistent

across participants: 13 out of 18 showed the effect. Participants' accuracy in answer-

ing the questions was analyzed by whether they made zero looks to the critical port,

or one or more looks. Although participants were slightly more accurate when they

had made one or more looks to the critical port (83% correct versus 73%), this effect

did not approach signi®cance (F�1; 17� � 1:59, P . 0:2). In debrie®ng, participants

either professed no knowledge of our hypothesis, or were con®dent that their look-

ing behavior was relevant only during the fact presentation stage.

2.3. Discussion

These results show that the participants' looking behavior was not random: there

was a signi®cant tendency to look at the blank region of space where the probed

information had been originally presented. Yet the accuracy data suggest that

memory for that semantic information did not improve when participants made a

saccade to the correct location ± which would have been expected if the looking

behaviors were solely the result of a contextual memory effect ± and adds to
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previous ®ndings that item memory is independent of location information (e.g.

Pollatsek, Rayner & Henderson, 1990).

With Experiment 1, the ®nding of Experiment 2 in Spivey and Geng (2000) has

successfully been extended to auditory, semantic information that is associated with

a spatial location. Participants were not explicitly questioned about any visual

properties of the events, and were not even aware that their spatial knowledge

was being tapped during the question period. This preliminary ®nding suggests

that spatial indexes may be being attached to semantic representations with a

substantial degree of automaticity.

However, it could be argued that the effect we have found is not due to a direct

connection between spatial and semantic representations. Perhaps participants are

using some sort of mnemonic strategy of associating the factual information with

something about the physical appearance of the speaker. They might imagine the

speaker playing tennis, if the fact concerns `Claire's tennis career', for example.

Thus, spatial information is in fact explicitly brought into play by being part of the

representation of that particular speaker. This interpretation might follow from the

conclusion by Pezdek et al. (1986) that spatial information is more easily tied to

visual objects than to words. In Experiment 2 then, we removed any visual differ-

ences between the fact presentations, such that any looking behaviors would be

generated purely by a relationship between spatial and auditory semantic informa-

tion.

3. Experiment 2

This study closely followed the paradigm of Experiment 1. However, instead of

visually rich MPEGs of talking heads, participants saw a spinning cross appear in the

various ports while listening to sound clips of the facts. In this way, spatial location

would be the only feature that visually distinguishes the four factual presentations.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants

Sixteen Cornell undergraduates took part in the study in exchange for course

credit. All had normal vision, or vision corrected by soft contact lenses.

3.1.2. Stimuli

Twelve sets of four facts and questions were generated using the same procedure

as Experiment 1. The facts were read out by one person and recorded as sound ®les.

3.1.3. Procedure

The design was the same as Experiment 1, except that there were 12 trials, and the

MPEGs of speakers were replaced by a spinning cross for the duration of the fact

sound ®le. The cross was approximately the same size as the MPEGs and spun

slowly while cycling between red and black. The participants were told to ®xate

on the spinning cross whenever it appeared, and that the eye tracker was being used
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to check their performance. Analysis of the video tape showed that participants

complied with these instructions.

3.2. Results

The data were coded in the same way as Experiment 1, and the mean ®xations per

trial were subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA. There were, on average, 2.83

®xations per trial. As before, there was a signi®cant effect of port (F�3; 45� � 5:585,

P , 0:005). Participants made more looks to the critical port (the mean number of

®xations was 0.96 per trial) than the other ports (0.63, 0.54 and 0.70 for ports 1, 2

and 3, respectively). The mean ®xations per trial are summarized in Fig. 4. Tukey

tests of pairwise contrasts between the critical port and ports 1, 2 and 3 reached

signi®cance (all P , 0:05). A large majority of participants, 14 out of 16, showed

this pattern of behavior. Participants' accuracy in answering the questions was

slightly lower (73% correct) when they had made one or more looks to the critical

port compared to having made no looks at all (83% correct); however, this effect did

not approach signi®cance (F�1; 15� � 0:141, P . 0:7). In debrie®ng, participants

con®rmed that they had believed our cover story that the eye tracker was only

present to check their compliance with instructions during the fact presentation

phase.

3.3. Discussion

In this second experiment, each fact was presented with a visually identical

spinning cross, and yet we still found a signi®cantly higher number of looks to

the critical port compared to the other ports. This result demonstrates that looks
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to a blank region are not necessarily related to any visual feature of the event that

occurred there. Thus, the effect cannot be explained by participants using any sort of

mnemonic strategy linking the physical appearance of the talking head with the fact.

Rather it seems that auditory, semantic information is being directly associated, or

tagged, with spatial information. Accordingly, we decided to investigate the nature

of this spatial representation.

Spivey and Geng (2000) suggested an explanation of their ®nding in terms of a

stored visual representation triggering the ªoculomotor parameters that accompa-

nied the forming of that visual memoryº. We might usefully ask then whether the

oculomotor parameters themselves are stored as part of the visual memory, or

whether a more abstract (non-motor) spatial representation is triggered, which is

then translated during the probe question into eye movements to the critical port.

Experiment 3 was a ®rst step in addressing this question.

4. Experiment 3

Here we were interested in the contribution of speci®cally oculomotor informa-

tion during the formation of memories of the facts. Experiment 3 used the same

stimuli and design as Experiment 1, but the participant's eye movements were

controlled during presentation of the facts by means of a central ®xation cross.

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Participants

Twenty-eight Cornell undergraduate students took part in the study in exchange

for course credit. All had normal vision, or vision corrected by soft contact lenses.

4.1.2. Stimuli and procedure

The experiment was exactly the same as Experiment 1 with one difference: during

the presentation of each MPEG, a cross appeared in the center of the screen (see Fig.

5). The cross spun slowly and cycled in color from red to black. The participants

were told to ®xate on the spinning cross whenever it appeared, and that the eye

tracker was checking their compliance. In between the presentation of each fact, and

during the question period, the cross was not present.

4.2. Results

The data were analyzed in the same way as Experiment 1. On average, 1.3

®xations were made on each trial. A repeated measures ANOVA of mean ®xations

per trial revealed that the effect of port did not approach signi®cance

(F�3; 81� � 1:239, P . 0:3). Indeed, participants made slightly fewer looks to the

critical port on average (the mean number of ®xations per trial was 0.26) than the

other ports (0.35, 0.38 and 0.28 for ports 1, 2 and 3, respectively). The mean

®xations per trial are summarized in Fig. 6.

For the analysis of the accuracy of participants' answers, ten participants had to be
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excluded since they never made a look to the critical port. Those that did were

somewhat less accurate when they had made a look to the critical port (63%),

compared to when they had made no looks to the critical port (78%). However,

this effect did not approach signi®cance (F�1; 17� � 2:728, P . 0:1). This sugges-

tive difference may be due to participants looking all over the grid when they happen

to have trouble answering the question.

4.3. Discussion

The results of Experiment 3 suggest that ®xations on each port during presentation
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of the facts may be necessary for the effect found in Experiments 1 and 2. However,

we cannot de®nitively conclude that it is stored oculomotor coordinates that gener-

ate a look to the critical port during the question period. It might be that participants

were completely ignoring the MPEG clips while they ®xated on the central cross.

That is to say, if covert visual attention were not being allocated to the MPEG clips,

then not even an abstract (non-motor) spatial representation would be available to

trigger an eye movement. If this were the case, then it would not be at all surprising

that we found no evidence of a memory for location in the eye movement patterns

(cf. Logan, 1994).

5. Experiment 4

The results of Experiment 3 might be obtained if participants ignored all visual

stimuli except the ®xation cross, and simply listened to the auditory stimuli. In

Experiment 4 then, we attempted to ensure that participants were attending to the

MPEG presentation parafoveally. The participants were given the additional task of

spotting `aliens'. During some trials, a speaker's face ¯ashed green for 1 s. If

participants detected this change, they were to say `Alien!' instead of `true' or

`false' during the question period. In all other aspects, the experiment was the

same as Experiment 3.

The intent of this study was to ensure that visual attention was being directed

toward the visual event of the fact presentation while oculomotor coordinates were

kept constant in the center of the screen. In this way, we attempted to test whether

attention in the absence of eye movements was suf®cient to produce a representation

that would cause a look to the relevant region during the question period.

5.1. Method

5.1.1. Participants

Fifteen Cornell undergraduates took part in the study in exchange for course

credit. All had normal vision, or vision corrected by soft contact lenses.

5.1.2. Stimuli and procedure

The method was exactly the same as Experiment 3, with the addition of the alien

task. Participants were told that on a proportion of the trials (it was, in fact, two out

of eight) one of the speakers would be an alien. This would be revealed by the

speaker's face turning green for 1 s (this effect was achieved by altering the color

balance on a section of the MPEG). If the participant saw an alien during the course

of a trial, they were to answer `alien' instead of `true' or `false' during the answer

period. Thus, we motivated participants to attend to aliens by pointing out that if

they saw one, they didn't have to bother remembering the rest of the facts. Partici-

pants were given a practice trial in which an alien was present.
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5.2. Results

Participants detected the aliens 77% of the time with no false alarms, suggesting

that they were indeed directing substantial attention to the parafoveal events.

The data were coded in the same way as Experiment 1. An average of 1.6 ®xations

were made during each trial. The repeated measures ANOVA of mean ®xations per

trial showed that the effect of port did not approach signi®cance (F�3; 42� � 0:238,

P . 0:85). This suggests that the alien manipulation did little to change the parti-

cipants' looking behavior, as seen in Experiment 3. The mean ®xations per trial are

summarized in Fig. 7.

In the analysis of the accuracy of participants' answers, four participants never

looked at the critical port during the question and answer periods, and therefore had

to be excluded. When participants made zero looks to the critical port their accuracy

was slightly lower (67%) than when they made one or more looks (73%). However,

this effect did not approach signi®cance (F�1; 10� � 0:106, P . 0:7).

5.3. Discussion

It appears that participants were directing visual attention to the presentation of

the MPEG event suf®ciently to detect a brief change in color distribution. In the

absence of a ®xation, however, this covert orientation of attention was insuf®cient to

produce a saccade to the relevant region during the question period.

Thus, we might conclude that the effect seen in Experiments 1 and 2 requires a

®xation in the relevant location and that the eye movement to a blank region during
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recall is mediated by a trace of the oculomotor coordinates, rather than some spatial

representation that can be generated by attention alone. There are at least three

objections to this conclusion.

Firstly, Experiments 3 and 4 found no evidence of an effect; that is to say, we

obtained a null result. It might be bad methodological practice then to reason that the

result of Experiment 1 is purely due to the presence of a ®xation within the ports

during presentation of the facts. Secondly, it is unclear exactly how the `alien'

manipulation is affecting participants' attention: whether the presentations are endo-

genously attended parafoveally for aliens, or whether participants largely ignore the

MPEGs and rely on the abrupt color change to exogenously capture their attention.

Thirdly, it can be argued that ®xation control during fact presentation is not the

only important difference between the ®rst two and the last two experiments. To be

sure, a ®xation on the presentation event brings in considerably more information

than attending to the event parafoveally. So, it could be that it is not oculomotor

coordinates, per se, that are stored during presentation and then triggered during the

question. Rather, it could be that the body of information that the ®xation gathers

allows for a richer memory representation of the presentation of the fact. The ques-

tion then activates this representation, and the spatial information associated with it

is enough to launch an eye movement. That is, perhaps there is a kind of threshold of

moderate attention necessary for this effect, and parafoveal attention is not suf®-

cient.

Given the concerns over explicitly manipulating participants' ®xations and inter-

preting the role of attention, we decided to abandon the method of parafoveal view-

ing. Since the question of import is the contribution of oculomotor information in

establishing spatial tags, in the ®nal experiment we attempted to experimentally

separate spatial information and oculomotor information. If, as Winograd and

Church (1988) suggest, spatial information is simply acting as a useful cue in

memory tasks, then we might expect a look to the critical port when spatial (non-

motor) information is given. A purely Hebbian account (e.g. Hebb, 1968; Pulver-

muÈller, 1999), on the other hand, might suggest that the probe question causes a

reactivation of an oculomotor pattern present at encoding; thus, it would predict a

look to the critical port only if it was ®xated on during presentation.

6. Experiment 5

In this experiment, spatial information was differentiated from eye movement

information using an animated `virtual window' (see Fig. 8).3 In the `tracking'

condition, a dark blue mask with a square window in the center moved to the

four ports of the 2 £ 2 grid. This allowed participants to move their eyes to the

separate locations and attend to the fact presentation. In this way, the tracking

condition is essentially a replication of Experiment 2 with a blue mask over unused
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parts of the screen. In the `watching' condition, the hole stayed in the middle of the

screen, and the grid moved behind it. In this way, each of the ports came into view

foveally and the participant was presented with the fact, but their oculomotor coor-

dinates did not change. In both conditions, after the presentation, the square window

expanded outwards to show the entire grid and the question was given.

Exactly the same spatial information is being presented to the fovea in both the

tracking and watching conditions. Indeed, they differ only in their absolute motion:

within the viewing window the animation is the same.4 Therefore, the only differ-

ence between the two conditions is the presence or absence of ®xations to different

absolute regions of space.

6.1. Method

6.1.1. Participants

Twenty-three high school students attending Cornell's Summer School program

took part in the study in exchange for course credit. All had normal vision, or vision

corrected by soft contact lenses.

6.1.2. Stimuli and procedure

Sixteen sets of four facts were constructed along the same criteria as the previous

experiments. Each fact lasted approximately 4 s, and was recorded with a single

speaker as a sound ®le.

Sixteen animation sequences were generated for eight different sequences of ports

in the tracking and watching conditions. Fig. 8 shows a schematic of the animation

in the two conditions. Each animation began with a blank 2 £ 2 grid that ®lled the

entire screen. The mask window then closed into the center of the grid from the

edges. The window then traveled to each corner (tracking), or the grid behind the

window moved to bring each port into view in the center (watching). The animation

between ports took 1 s. At each port, a spinning cross was seen for 4 s while a fact

was heard. The fact sound ®le and the spinning cross were synchronized such that

they would be perceived as one event, as in Experiment 2. After four ports were

seen, the window returned to the center and then expanded outwards, leaving the

empty 2 £ 2 grid. A question was then asked about one of the four facts selected

randomly, and the participant answered `yes' or `no' into the microphone, and then

pressed the space bar to initiate the next trial.

In each of the 16 trials, the order of the facts, the sets, and the order that the ports

were visited were fully randomized.

6.2. Results

The data were coded in the same manner as the previous experiments. There was

an average of 1.3 ®xations during each trial, and the mean ®xations per trial were

analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA. There was a signi®cant effect of port
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(F�3; 66� � 4:54, P , 0:05), and of viewing condition (F�1; 22� � 5:49, P , 0:05).

There was no evidence of an interaction (F�3; 66� � 0:05, P . 0:9). In both condi-

tions participants had made more looks to the critical ports (mean number of looks:

tracking 0.49, watching 0.43) compared to the other ports (mean looks to the other

three ports: tracking 0.34, watching 0.25). Seventeen out of 23 participants showed

this pattern of behavior. The mean number of ®xations in each condition is summar-

ized in Fig. 9. Tukey pairwise comparisons between the critical port and ports 2 and

3 reached signi®cance (all P , 0:05), although the comparison with port 1 did not

reach signi®cance (P � 0:1).

In the accuracy analysis, ten subjects had to be excluded because they did not

make at least one look to the critical port in both conditions. The participants were

slightly more accurate in the watching condition (77%) than the tracking condition

(74%). However, this effect did not approach signi®cance (F�1; 17� � 0:40,

P . 0:5). There was a 1% increase in accuracy if the participants made one or

more looks to the critical port, but again this effect did not approach signi®cance

(F�1; 17� � 0:06, P . 0:8).

6.3. Discussion

The results of the ®nal Hollywood Squares experiment suggest that saccades to

the critical port during the question period do not require ®xations on separate

locations in absolute space during encoding of the original event. It seems then

that we might explain the null results of Experiments 3 and 4 in terms of the

increased visual information that is available with a ®xation, as compared to paraf-

oveal viewing.

In retrospect, one might expect participants in both the tracking and watching
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conditions to make saccades to the critical port, given the ®ndings of Pylyshyn and

his colleagues. Scholl and Pylyshyn (1999) argue that participants can track multiple

moving items through occlusions by use of FINST visual indexes, which can main-

tain the identity or objecthood of up to four or ®ve items (see also Lachter &

Hayhoe, 1995). In the watching condition, it is conceivable that participants could

represent the relative locations of the four ports as they moved behind the mask, and

that semantic information could be attached to these FINST indexes. In the tracking

condition, the FINST indexes might also be supported by oculomotor information,

since the participant makes distinct ®xations at each location. This additional infor-

mation could explain why there was a signi®cant main effect of viewing condition,

and a higher number of looks overall in the tracking condition.

7. General discussion

The experiments presented here demonstrate a new paradigm for examining the

role of spatial information and partial representation in memory as revealed by eye

movements. The ®ndings raise three different questions, which form the basis of the

following discussion. First we can ask, How is visual spatial information tied to the

event of a heard semantic fact? There is a large body of literature investigating the

role of spatial location in visual perception and memory. We will use this to try and

explain the association between location and the fact presentation, and the indepen-

dence of location memory and accuracy of the factual recall. Secondly, given that
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Experiment 5 suggests that location is not coded solely in the form of oculomotor

coordinates, we can draw on other behavioral and neurophysiological data and ask,

In what form is the spatial information represented? Lastly, the naive question, Why

would people look at blank regions of space? leads to some interesting speculations

and connections to the notion of the world as an `external memory store' (O'Regan,

1992).

7.1. How is visual spatial information tied to the event of a heard fact?

There is strong evidence that spatial information can be learned implicitly (Chun

& Jiang, 1998; Howard, Mutter & Howard, 1992; Mayr, 1996). Researchers such as

Van der Hejiden support `position-special' theories of visual processing (Van der

Heijden, 1993), arguing that an analysis of conditional probabilities in some tasks

reveals that there is no object identity information without position information

(Brouwer & Van der Heijden, 1997). Similarly, Winograd and Church (1988)

found that when participants were told to remember face-name pairs presented in

various locations, memory for location was superior to their recall of names, even

though this information was explicitly irrelevant in the study phase. Moreover,

Kennedy and Murray (1987) found that when reading, participants could make

accurate, long-range regressive saccades to queried words. It seems uncontroversial

then that spatial location is often encoded during recall and recognition tasks.

However, it is debated whether this spatial information is encoded automatically

in memory tasks (Hasher & Zacks, 1979), or whether it is a function of the task and

the types of items being remembered.

Andrade and Meudell (1993) report that participants' memory for the location of

words presented in the four corners of a screen is unaffected by the dif®culty of a

concurrent counting task, or the degree to which participants are instructed to focus

on either task. However, Naveh-Benjamin (1988) claims that whereas the spatial

representations of objects are more or less automatic and not susceptible to task

manipulations, word location memory can be in¯uenced by many factors suppo-

sedly not relevant to automatic processes (by the criteria of Hasher & Zacks, 1979).

Zimmer (1998) found that recognition judgments for items was impaired by incon-

gruency of spatial layout in study and test periods. This effect was found when words

and picture trials were mixed, but not for words when in `modality pure' blocks.

Similarly, Pezdek et al. (1986) found that item memory was affected independently

from location memory for words but not for pictures.

In general then, previous research suggests two dissociations that may be useful in

accounting for the Hollywood Squares data. First, object location is encoded with a

high degree of automaticity, whereas memory for word location is susceptible to

task demands and, perhaps, is encoded by a separate process. Second, there is some

evidence that memory for item information seems to be coded fairly independently

of location information. Pollatsek et al. (1990) found that a preview aided object

naming regardless of whether the target was in the same location or more than 58
apart. There is also evidence for separate buffers for spatial and object information
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from PET studies (Smith, Jonides, Koeppe, Awh, Schumacher & Minoshima, 1995)

and ERP studies (Ruchkin, Johnson, Grafman, Canoune & Ritter, 1997).

These dissociations suggest the following account of our data. The probe question

actives a memory trace for the event of the factual presentation. Associated with the

visual components of that memory trace (an MPEG video or a spinning cross) is a

representation of its spatial location, and suf®cient activation of that representation

launches an eye movement. However, the research discussed above suggests that

this spatial trace would do little to strengthen or improve memory for the semantic

information. Hence, accuracy in our experiments does not improve with looks to the

critical port. In other words, the implicit aspect of memory examined by these

experiments is independent of the explicit memory of participants for the semantic

facts.5

We would argue then that the phenomena revealed in our experiments (and, for

example, those of Cohen et al., 1999) cannot be accounted for purely in terms of

contextual memory effects whereby all relevant information associated with a

memory for the fact ± including spatial location ± is reactivated upon recollection,

since accuracy in one (looks to the critical port) is not correlated with accuracy in the

other (answers to the factual question).

One could ask, however, why should the saccadic patterns we observe be due to

an implicit aspect of memory, given that in general eye movements can be either

automatic processes or, to some degree, voluntary actions. After all, in Experiments

3 and 4, we asked subjects to deliberately maintain ®xation on a spinning cross,

despite events occurring parafoveally. However, it is widely accepted in visual

psychophysics that this endogenous control over eye position is tentative at best.

For example, experiments in which participants are instructed to maintain eye ®xa-

tion during some task often require eye tracking in order to be accepted in the

literature. Moreover, in proposing a model of saccade generation, Findlay and

Walker (1999, p. 664) note that although an individual can override lower level

processes and move their eyes voluntarily, ªsuch actions are considered unusualº,

and that when ªmore than one target could be selected for gaze redirection¼ con¯ict

resolution is only resolved in this implicit way with no overriding supervisory

decisionsº. Below we discuss other work which uses eye movements as a window

on implicit cognitive processing. Overall, the consistent pattern of behavior across

participants, the typical lack of conscious control of eye movements and explicit

memory for location, argues against the explanation of participants intentionally, or

strategically, looking at the blank port where they know the fact occurred.

There is an interesting connection between the implicit aspect of memory inves-

tigated here and previous research on spatial encoding and explicit memory. For

example, in Experiment 2 in Andrade and Meudell (1993), participants were
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presented with groups of four words appearing sequentially in random corners of a

screen. Later, they were asked to identify and then place words in their correct

location. In a `®nal comment' of the paper, the researchers note that participants

gave the correct location reliably above chance about a third of the time, but often

reported that they were guessing throughout the whole spatial component of the

memory task. In our studies, where location is never explicitly relevant to the task,

about a third of all the participants' looks were to the critical port, the `correct

location'. We might tentatively suggest that if Andrade and Meudell's participants

had simply reported the location that they found themselves looking at most often,

this would ®t with both their level of accuracy and lack of explicit knowledge for

location.

In summary then, the Hollywood Squares experiments have provided further

evidence that supports the dissociations between spatial encoding and explicit

memory of items. Even though spatial location is irrelevant in the task and measured

with eye movements (behavioral responses of which the participant has little aware-

ness or conscious control), spatial information is nonetheless encoded during

perception of the visual event. Moreover, this information can be reactivated by

accessing a semantic, auditory feature of that event. It has further been shown that

the location information attaches to the event as a visual object, and hence accuracy

on recall of that semantic information is not improved with access to spatial proper-

ties.6

7.2. In what form is the spatial information represented?

There is a large body of behavioral and neurophysiological evidence that

converges on a view of the primate visual system as comprised of two subsystems

or information streams (Mishkin, Ungerleider & Macko, 1983). The current picture,

as conveyed by Goodale and Milner (1992) and others, is of a `how' and a `what'

system. The `how' pathway is based in the dorsal visual pathway and is a pragmatic,

action-based system controlling sensorimotor output in an egocentric reference

frame (Milner & Goodale 1995). In contrast, the `what' system in the ventral path-

way utilizes an allocentric framework (Dijkerman, Milner & Carey, 1998) and is

concerned with recognition, categorization and other cognitive functions.

Eye movements are planned and executed in the dorsal pathway (Colby & Gold-

berg, 1999; Corbetta et al., 1998; Rossetti, 1998). However, there are several reasons

why the effect observed in the experiments presented here must be at least partially

mediated by input from the ventral pathway. First, the effect cannot be explained in

terms of egocentric oculomotor coordinates, given that representations of oculomo-

tor movements appear to be short-lived and are not stored (Goodale & Humphrey,

1998). Second, the results of Experiment 5 suggest that ®xations to distinct locations
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in space are not required to cause systematic saccades to these blank regions. The

perceptual system is capable of using the purely spatial information foveated in one

location (watching condition of Experiment 5) to build up a representation of the

grid that will cause saccades to critical ports during recall. Lastly, Spivey and Geng

(2000) report interesting data on the importance of a background grid in generating

the saccades to blank regions of space. If the participants were presented with a

completely blank background screen during the question period, there were consid-

erably fewer looks to the critical port compared to a grid such as the one used in the

Hollywood Squares experiments.7 This suggests that, in some sense, participants are

exploiting an external structure in their internal spatial representation, which would

again implicate the allocentric ventral pathway.8

Much of the behavioral and neurophysiological research in this area has been

directed toward ®nding dissociations between the two visual systems. However, in

the case of the experiments presented here, there is a clear case of signi®cant

merging of the two information streams, such as found by Deubel, Schneider and

Paprotta (1998), who report evidence of ªobligatory and selective coupling of dorsal

processing for saccade programming and ventral processing for perception and

discriminationº (see also Bridgeman & Huemer, 1998; Bridgeman, Peery &

Anand, 1997; Dijkerman et al., 1998; Rossetti, 1998).

7.3. Why would people look at blank regions of space?

Before answering this question, we shall brie¯y look at an emerging ®eld of eye

movement research, and then apply some of the reasoning employed there to the

current set of experiments.

There is a growing body of literature that uses online measures of eye movements in

complex natural tasks to reveal subtle, partial activation of representations during the

time course of cognitive processing. A particularly fruitful area has been language

comprehension. Tanenhaus et al. (1995) have demonstrated via eye movements that

even in the early moments of language processing, listeners can use visual context

cues to disambiguate syntactic structures. Spivey and Marian (1999) show that in
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bilinguals, instructions to pick up an object can partially activate a representation of

another object with similar initial phonology in a different language. Experiment 2 of

Keysar, Barr, Balin and Paek (1998) found that when a confederate involved in a

drawing task with a participant asked about a picture, the participant sometimes made

a saccade to a similar picture, even though that item was clearly outside the `common

ground' of the discourse (not visible to the collaborator). Lastly, there is emerging

evidence that participants passively listening to a story with a certain directionality

(for example, a train moving from right to left) will make eye movements that cluster

along that axis when they are looking at a blank display, or even when their eyes are

closed (Spivey, Tyler, Richardson & Young, 2000).

These studies demonstrate that within the time course of a cognitive act, a parti-

cipant may look to an item that is irrelevant by certain constraints (e.g. the syntactic

structure, the bilingual's language mode, common ground) because the representa-

tion of that item is partially active. This is consistent with recent neurophysiology

work in which microstimulation of the frontal eye ®eld in a motion detection task

revealed that decision formation and oculomotor preparation share a common

preparational level of neural organization (Gold & Shodlen, 2000). Thus, one

might expect to observe intermediate (or implicit) stages of decision formation in

oculomotor signals. Furthermore, work by Ballard et al. (1995) shows that in a block

moving task, participants' looking patterns reveal that they are minimizing the

demands on their short-term memory, and instead casting frequent looks to the

various task areas. Moreover, Hayhoe, Bensinger and Ballard (1998) found that

transaccadic changes to the colors of the blocks often went unnoticed, suggesting

that participants were relying on the stability of the external information instead of

storing it in memory. Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson and Trosciano (1995), Levin and

Simons (1997) and O'Regan, Rensink and Clark (1999), among others, offer further

compelling evidence of this with the `change blindness' effect, demonstrating that

dramatic changes in object properties during an eye movement or temporary occlu-

sions are often not detected by the participant.

These studies can be incorporated into a general account of the visual system as

utilizing an `external memory store' (O'Regan, 1992). The notion is that our

phenomenology of perceiving a visually rich and complete world is largely an

illusion: parafoveally we do not have access to ®ne grained detail, and we store

very little visual information about our surroundings between saccades (Bridgeman

et al., 1994). This phenomenological illusion is maintained by frequent saccades that

bring any objects activated in cognition into foveated vision. All that is needed is

some spatial tag such that we know where to look in order to get more information

on objects involved in a cognitive process. Ballard et al. (1997) give a more formal

account of this notion of an `external memory store' with a theory of deictic coding.

They adduce further computational arguments for the ef®ciency of referring to

cognitive items by `pointers' such as oculomotor coordinates. Moreover, from the

background of the stimulus-response compatibility paradigm, Hommel (2000)

concludes that ªretrieving nonspatial information about an object leads to the facil-

itation of responses that spatially correspond to this objectº (see also Hommel &

Knuf, 2000).
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This perspective on the interaction between vision and cognition can be applied to

the experiments presented here. When participants are queried about semantic infor-

mation related to a certain event, many aspects of that event will become partially

activated. This will often launch a saccade to the relevant spatial location in order to

gather more data. In a sense, this subsystem is `change blind' to the fact that there is

no information there and the location is empty. Hence, there are looks to the critical

port, but no increase in accuracy, since ®xation of the empty quadrant cannot

provide any relevant semantic information. In this way, we can argue that the

puzzling effect of saccades to blank regions of space is a consequence of a percep-

tual-motor system that relies on rapid access to an external store of information, and

doesn't always know when that external store has changed.

8. Conclusion

Van der Heijden (1997) proposes an `unlimited capacity' account of visual infor-

mation processing in which ªperception is for selection and selection is for actionº.

In a rejoinder to Treisman's commentary (p. 360), he continues that this view is ªnot

the complete story, but only a part of it. What is omitted is the role played by eye

movements and ®xationsº. He concludes that, since eye movements are actions,

ªperception is for selection, selection is for action, and action is for perceptionº.

Arguably, we have found evidence of a system that spatially indexes non-visual

information, then immediately makes a saccade to the correct location when that

information is pertinent but visually non-existent. In line with Van der Heijden's

comments, this suggests the work of a primitive mechanism of `action for percep-

tion'.

In our studies, spatial information is encoded in a memory for purely auditory,

semantic information, even when location is never mentioned or measured explicitly

in the task, and does not seem to facilitate performance. This can be interpreted in

terms of the cognitive system giving a spatial tag to semantic representations, and

immediately launching a saccade to the relevant location when that representation is

triggered. A saccade will even be made to an entirely empty location: in a sense, part

of the system is unaware of the fact that the information is no longer present. It can

be argued that these systematic looks to empty regions of space are indicative of the

same mechanism revealed in the looking patterns of participants in the block moving

task of Ballard et al. (1997): an embodied cognitive system that employs a spatial

indexing procedure and relies on the stability and availability of external informa-

tion.
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